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September 9, 2021 
 
 
To:   Planning Commission 

Fr:   Jay C. Leipzig, AICP, Director 

 Sean Pendley, AICP, Deputy Director 

Karen Miller, Planner  

Re:   Utility-Scale Solar Facilities – Planning Commission Study Sessions   

 
On August 10, 2021, staff presented the first draft regulations for Utility-Scale Solar Facilities to the 
Planning Commission. Several members of the public attended the meeting and provided comments 
regarding solar facilities. Following discussion, the Planning Commission determined that additional study 
sessions would be necessary to review the draft amendments to the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning 
Regulations prior to a public hearing.  The following provides a summary of additional staff work in regard 
to the proposed regulations.   
 
Study Sessions 
The following Study Sessions have been scheduled for the Planning Commission to discuss the draft 
solar regulations: 

 September 14, 2021 – review and discussion with consultant (Darren Coffey, Berkley Group) 
 September 28, 2021 – city representatives invited to attend and provide comments  

Planning staff has been working with an independent consultant, the Berkley Group, on draft regulations 
for Utility-Scale Solar Facilities.  For the study session on September 14, Darren Coffey will provide an 
overview of the draft regulations and address questions arising from the Planning Commission’s August 
10th discussion. In addition, staff will provide an outline of primary discussion items and next steps for the 
review and amendment process. 

Coordination with Cities 
Staff has forwarded a summary of the draft solar regulations to city representatives from DeSoto, 
Gardner, Edgerton, Olathe, Overland Park and Spring Hill and with a request for comments regarding 
the draft regulations. In addition, staff has invited representatives from the above cities to attend the study 
session on September 28 to participate in discussion with the Planning Commission.  County Planning 
staff also attended the Gardner Planning Commission meeting on August 23, 2021 and is scheduled to 
attend the Edgerton Planning Commission/City Council meeting on September 23, 2021 to present the 
draft regulations and answer questions. Comments received from the cities prior to the next study session 
will be forwarded to the Planning Commission. 
 
Pueblo County Site Visit 
County Planning staff has scheduled a site visit to a utility-scale solar facility in Pueblo County, 
Colorado.  The facility has a similar size and scale as what is being considered for Johnson County. 
Staff will also visit with the Pueblo County planning staff to discuss their process for adopting solar 
regulations.   
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Additional Public Comment 
As requested at the last Planning Commission meeting, staff is meeting with agricultural 
representatives in Johnson County to get their perspectives on the draft solar regulations.  This meeting 
has been scheduled for September 16, 2021 and the notes will be distributed to the Planning 
Commission. New comments from the public have also been attached to this memo.   
 
Meetings with Douglas County, Kansas Planning Staff 
Staff has had two meetings with Douglas County Planning Staff to review their draft regulations and 
have exchanged resources and other documents in the development of draft regulations.  
 
Future Public Hearing 
Following the study sessions, a public hearing will be scheduled to consider the draft amendments to 
the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Regulations. The meeting date for the public hearing has not been 
scheduled at this time.  
 

 

Attachments:   Comments from Alan Anglyn; Jeff Johnson; Jeff Barangus; Lee Ann Antes; Julie Sayers; 
Climate Action KC; and Paul Snider.   

  

 “Down to Earth” by Katherine Harmon Courage dated August 18, 2021 

 



 A Vision Toward the Future With Solar 

 

I would hope the county, and the country for that matter wouldn’t jump on the bandwagon of 

the solar industry as it is today, in its infancy. 

I think allowing large scale solar “farms” as they are constructed today, with today’s 

technology and mindsets is a mistake in the making.  Something that we will look back upon 

and say “I can’t believe we did it that way.” 

When I look at the solar projects that have been built to date they range from unsightly to 

downright ugly.   

I watch and look at county’s work to adopt regulations that might mitigate some of the 

“undesirable qualities” associated with these sites.  I see many want to put them in remote 

areas in an attempt to affect as few property owners as possible.  Others want to regulate 

large setbacks with screening to hide these facilities as they would a rock quarry or a 

landfill.  

Why are these ‘farms’ so unsightly?  Why do they have to be? 

Could it be that these panels are all the same size, all the same shape, and all the same 

color?  That they are all lined up in neat efficient rows, designed for maximum efficiency and 

production? 

Let’s think to the future.  A future world that we would like to live in.  A future world we 

would like to look at.  Imagine if the solar industry would think about that as well.  Imagine if 

they chose to build solar panels that were say, in six different sizes, in six different shapes, 

and six different colors.   

Now let’s imagine a mosaic on the wall in your office.  It is of a sunflower.  It is in a twenty 

four inch square frame.  Imagine this mosaic enlarged and superimposed on a forty acre plot 

of land.  Imagine this image built with these assorted size, shape, and colored solar panels.  

Now ask yourself if you think that would be something that we, as a community would like 

to hide behind screening.  

Or would it be something that would inspire thought into our lives? Inspire how we would 

like to treat this world we live in?  How we would like treat each other? 
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These PV systems will be in place for at least 50 years.  For most of us that is the rest 

of our lives.  Ask yourselves; what you would like to look at for the rest of your lives?  

What type of environment would you like to pass on to your children?  What type of 

mindset and example would you like to encourage and pass on?  What should we insist upon 

as a community? 

There exists opportunity here to lead and to inspire.  We have the tools through regulation 

of the conditional use permits to shape our surroundings.  To lead by setting new industry 

standards.   

This is the future I would like to see of this great County, this great State, this great 

Country. 

 

 

Jeff Johnson  



From: Alan Anglyn
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN
Cc: Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC; O"Hara, Charlotte, BOC
Subject: Thoughts on Nextera"s Proposal to Eliminate Setbacks on County Roads and Along Non-Participating, Adjoining

Property Lines
Date: Monday, August 30, 2021 11:03:56 AM

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution
when opening attachments or links.***

 

I've written to you previously about iterations of proposals regarding setbacks and screening
and that these have been increasingly more favorable to the energy companies and less
favorable for adjoining, non-participating properties. In the August 10th Planning Commission
meeting, Nextera proposed zero setbacks and no screening. Nextera also proposed they be
allowed to put their fencing and their solar equipment on road right-of-ways. I'm writing to
you today to bring awareness of the negative consequences this would have on wildlife.  

The contemplated project in western Johnson County and eastern Douglas county is massive.
Nextera requested the maximum limit in Johnson County be increased to 3,000 acres. In
Douglas County, they have requested the county remove maximum acreage from the county's
draft language. It's plausible that Nextera is contemplating a project of 5,000 acres or more or
roughly 8 square miles. 

While this land will not all be one single parcel, it does represent removal of this amount
ofland from accessibility by wildlife. High fencing creates an unnatural barrier for many
animals. Permeable fencing, should Nextera use it, provides mitigation only for small species.
Larger species will not be so fortunate. Let's look at the larger species in this area.  Among
these are deer, coyotes, bobcats, turkeys, racoons, beavers, snapping turtles, larger
water turtles (turtle species too large to get through the permeable fencing). Though
not common, there have also been a few cougars spotted in the area.  All of these
animals currently feed and travel on land that would be covered in solar panels and
protected by high fencing.  With the proposed solar energy facility, these
animals would have to travel around the high fencing.  

The energy companies tout they'll have wildlife corridors for animals to travel, but
with the scale of these projects, the animals won't just go a few hundred yards to find
accessible terrain.  The animals will be displaced and looking for new food sources. 
When animals on a wildlife corridor come to a roadway, the animals don't necessarily
cross the road, they may choose to walk along the road. With high fencing along the
roadway, the roadway becomes a narrow wildlife corridor. Animal / auto collisions will
be more common.   

Also, without setbacks and screening, adjoining land will in effect become wildlife
corridors, too.  In some cases like mine, that would put these animals walking through
residential yards as they navigate their way around high fences.  This will inevitably
increase the likelihood of human / animal conflict, (e.g., coyote attacks on pets or
potentially children, and deer or racoon damage to landscapes and gardens) as these
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displaced animals look for new food sources and new travel routes around the
countryside. 

I ask that you revisit the setbacks and buffers to increase setbacks and vegetative
buffers so that wildlife can better navigate through the project area with less chance
for conflicts with humans. 

Alan Anglyn
(913) 208-2118



From: Alan Anglyn
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN
Cc: O"Hara, Charlotte, BOC; Miller, Karen, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC; Davis, Leslie, PLN
Subject: Re: Thoughts on Nextera"s Proposal to Eliminate Setbacks on County Roads and Along Non-Participating,

Adjoining Property Lines
Date: Wednesday, September 1, 2021 2:05:08 PM
Attachments: image003.png

image005.png

I attended the Douglas County Planning Commission meeting last week and have reviewed
the materials for that meeting.  What I observed there has some similarities to what I’ve
witnessed in Johnson County, but there are also significant differences.  One similarity is that
in each county the proposed zoning requirements began with more protections for non-
participating land owners, but over time as feedback came in from the big energy companies,
the proposed zoning requirements became more favorable for big energy companies,
particularly as it relates to project size, setbacks and buffering. 

Another similarity between Johnson and Douglas counties is that few county residents are
even aware of the zoning efforts for utility scale solar and the massive amounts of land that
would be involved. Little effort has been made to solicit feedback from residents who could be
impacted by such projects to see if there might be a middle ground that would work for both
sides. Residents’ concerns about property values, noise levels, soil and water contamination,
erosion, quality of life, setbacks and buffers are legitimate and dear to us. We feel we’re our
interests as residents are being overlooked and given lower priority than the interests of deep-
pocketed big energy companies with polished legal teams that have years of experience selling
their proposal to county jurisdictions. 

Your comment about ensuring consistency across both counties is particularly concerning. 
The circumstances in Douglas County are extremely different than those in Johnson County. 
Douglas County has vastly more agriculture and has bought into the idea that solar energy
facilities can be a soil bank to be reclaimed for agricultural use at some point 30 to 60 years
from now.  In last week’s meeting in Lawrence, one person stated that as many as five
applicants have projects planned in Douglas County. With no limits on the number of solar
energy projects or proximity limits, there could be a dozen or more solar energy facilities in
Douglas County in the coming years. That’s not the case in Johnson County. 

Perhaps a more significant difference is some on the Douglas County Planning Commission
want Douglas County to lead the way in solar energy facilities and set an example for the rest
of the state via accommodating the big energy companies’ wishes. In a presentation, a Douglas
County planner even used the phrase “The companies we’re working with…” to describe the
Planning Department's efforts with the big energy companies.  What seems lost in this process
is who county employees work for. 

Previously, when I’ve pointed out that the proposed Nextera facility will span both counties
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and that the acreage should be considered in the size of the project, the response I’ve gotten 
from your team is you’re only focused on Johnson County.  Now, you state you want 
consistency across the county line.  My question to you is consistency for who? Does such 
consistency benefit the residents of Johnson County?  No.  Consistency across county lines 
only benefits the big energy companies that must deal with differing zoning regulations across 
the county lines.  

Lastly, the big solar energy companies’ messaging differs between the two counties.  In 
Johnson County, you initially proposed a 1,000 acre maximum limit. Big energy pushed back
and the maximum limit was raised to 2,000 acres.  In the August 10th meeting, Nextera said 
they needed a 3,000 acre maximum.  Douglas County planners initially proposed a 1,000 acre 
limit and Nextera’s written feedback suggested raising that to a 2,000 acre limit.  The pattern 
emerges that whatever county planners propose is not good enough for the big energy 
companies. If you put together the project size that Nextera wants in Johnson and Douglas 
counties, that’s 5,000 acres in aggregate along the county line. That’s almost 8 square miles. 
In Nextera’s home state of Florida most solar projects are between 500 and 1,000 acres and 
generate about 74.5 MW of energy. There is no experience with how an 8-square mile massive 
solar project would impact our area and our environment. In some cases, residences would be 
surrounded on 3 or even 4 sides in a sea of solar panels.  It feels like we are the subjects in an 
experiment as our planning staffs seek to please big energy companies and overlook the 
interests of those whose tax dollars pay their salaries. 

Regards, 

Alan Anglyn



From: Leipzig, Jay, PLN
To: Kelley Rast (jkrast@mac.com); Davis, Leslie, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN
Subject: Fwd: Utility Scale Solar in Johnson County
Date: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:57:13 AM

Thank you Kelly.  We will ensure that this is added to the packet.  

Thanks-  Jay 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Kelley Rast <jkrast@mac.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:52:31 AM
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org>
Subject: Fwd: Utility Scale Solar in Johnson County
 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution
when opening attachments or links.***

 

Begin forwarded message:

From: Alan Anglyn <ahanglyn@gmail.com>
Subject: Utility Scale Solar in Johnson County
Date: September 8, 2021 at 9:48:11 AM CDT
To: jkrast@mac.com

Ms. Rast, 

We are writing to you about the proposed utility scale solar energy zoning
ordinances and the planned Nextera solar energy facility. We urge you to reject
massive solar energy in Johnson County. Below we cover aspects of the location /
size of the proposed facility and impacts to property valuation. 

Location & Size

Nextera’s proposed project in western Johnson County would span the county line
and also cover portions of eastern Douglas County.  Under the current proposed
zoning, each county would treat Nextera’s solar application without regard to the
other county.  Doing so would enable Nextera to proceed with one of the largest
solar energy facilities in the US in an area that is currently rural in character with
a mix of agricultural and residential properties.  
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At the August Planning Commission meeting, Nextera requested that a proposed
2,000 acre maximum for solar energy facilities be increased to 3,000 acres.
Douglas County’s most recent draft regulations reflect a maximum of 1,000 acres
as measured under solar panels. Nextera’s written comments to Douglas County
suggested the maximum be increased to 2,000 acres; however, subsequently
Nextera supported a position of no stated maximum size for solar energy
facilities. 

Assuming Nextera’s positions of 3,000 acres in Johnson County and 2,000 acres
in Douglas County, Nextera is contemplating a massive solar energy facility that
could be up to 5,000 acres (7.8 square miles). Per a “Construction Review
Online” article dated August 14,
2021 (https://constructionreviewonline.com/biggest-projects/top-5-biggest-solar-
farms-in-the-us), the five largest solar facilities in the US range in size as large as
15 square kilometers or about 5.8 square miles with output from 247 MW to 580
MW. All of the five largest solar facilities are located in flat remote desert
locations.

A 5,000 acre solar energy facility would be significantly larger than the current
top five largest solar energy facilities. Initially, Nextera had stated the project
would produce 545 MW of energy. Currently, Nextera’s website states the project
would produce 320 MW of energy. Given it takes around 5 acres to generate
1MW of energy, it’s reasonable to assume, if maximum limits are increased, that
the expected energy output from this project will also increase. Regardless,
Nextera is planning a massive facility that would be located, not in a flat remote
desert location, but in eastern Kansas in two of the most populated and vibrant
counties in our state.  This would have a detrimental impact on the residents in the
area, the rural nature of the community, rural vistas, vegetation and wildlife.

 Property Values

The solar energy companies often assert that their facilities have negligible long
term impacts to adjacent home values and that any impacts are short-lived. 
Common sense and digging into the basis of their assertions lead to a different
conclusion.  Per maps provided by Nextera, their proposed massive solar energy
facility would completely surround some non-participating properties and border
on 3 sides several residential areas.  Agrarian and rural views would be replaced
by the industrial views of high security fences, 15-foot solar frames / panels,
inverters and substations.  In the long term, nearby properties may be impacted by
any number of adverse factors – high security fences on or near property lines,
drainage issues, erosion, noise, glare, heat island effect from solar arrays,
herbicide runoff and fire risk (Nextera proposes 128 MW of battery energy
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storage as part of the project).  Common sense tells you that potential home
buyers will look elsewhere and prefer properties without such risk factors.

 A University of Texas study has been used by the solar industry to assert
negligible impacts to property values. Digging into the details of this study, one
finds that this overall conclusion is based off homes within 3 miles of solar energy
facilities, and since most solar facilities are located in sparsely populated areas,
the impacts to the few homes in close proximity to solar energy facilities are
offset by the more numerous homes that are located 1 to 3 miles away. The
authors note that their evaluation models demonstrate negative impacts in closer
proximity to solar energy facilities which effect increases with greater size of the
facility. In other words, homes near large solar energy facilities experience
property devaluation.

For homes within 1,000 feet of a solar energy facility, the average was negative
6% with a range as high as negative 25%.  At 500 feet from the solar energy
facility, the average impact was negative 8% with an impact as much as negative
30%.  At 100 feet, the average impact was negative 10% with a maximum impact
of 32%.  Note, these averages are likely understated as they include some
property tax assessors who did not make any adjustment absent written guidance
providing direction to do so.

The residences in the vicinity of the proposed Nextera project have a wide range
of valuations with some properties that would sell in excess of $1,000,000. No
matter the valuation of a person’s home, their home and their property is
cherished.  Residents in this area should not be harmed for the benefit of a big
energy company nor the benefit of a handful of landowners who would choose to
tie up their land for 30 to 50 years.

Requested Action

Reject the proposed land use - Massive solar energy facilities are an
inappropriate land use in Johnson County.  Unlike most of Kansas, our county
is growing rapidly and has a vibrant economy.  Contrary to Nextera’s position,
massive solar energy facilities would not preserve the rural nature of the area. 
Massive solar would ruin the rural character, turn it into an industrial
landscape, and devalue nearby residences.  This land use is bad for Johnson
County. 



Alan & Bernadette Anglyn

(913) 882-6424



  
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.climateactionkc.com 
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ClimateActionKC 

August 9, 2021 
 
JOHNSON COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION  
Johnson County Administration Building 
Board of County Commissioners Hearing Room, 3rd Floor 
111 South Cherry Street 
Olathe, Kansas 66061 
 
Good Evening.  
 
Climate Action Kansas City (CAKC) is a bi-state nonprofit organization dedicated to bringing local 
leaders together to achieve net-zero regional emissions by 2050 and improve the quality of life across the 
Kansas City region. Our coalition is made up of more than 100 local and state elected officials, as well as 
leaders from many civic, nonprofit, public, and corporate organizations sharing a regional interest in 
climate mitigation and adaptation action.  
 
Policies that support solar development are valuable investments when the full value of solar energy is 
considered.  Due to increased grid stability, economic vitality, and societal benefits, distributed solar 
generation is worth more than its retail price.  
  
Distributed solar energy generates enough electricity to power more than 6 million homes each year, 
resulting in annual carbon dioxide emission reductions equivalent to taking 4.4 million passenger vehicles 
off the road.  As one of the sunniest states in the county, Kansas can harvest this abundant source of 
energy to conserve our vital resources of clean air and water. Across Johnson County, many 
municipalities have greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. Utility scale solar projects, such as the 
West Gardner Solar Project, will help reach those goals.  
 
Johnson County continues to see extreme weather events, such as the cold snap of February and extreme 
heat this summer.  Diversifying our grid through utility scale solar can help prevent power outages while 
making Johnson County’s power grid cleaner and more reliable.  Utility scale solar can help limit the 
need to generate power at centralized fossil fuel plants and reduces the need for costly investments in 
power distribution and transmission. Further, those avoided costs are especially valuable during hot 
summer months when electricity demand spikes along with air conditioning use, and when solar panels 
are most productive.  
 
Solar is a good fiscal investment.  Since utility-scale solar projects generate electricity closer to the point 
of use, they decrease dependence on foreign or out-of-state energy and reduce the amount of energy lost 
during distribution and transmission. Further, solar resources diversify the state’s energy supply and 
reduce financial risks posed by volatile fuel sources. These benefits are valuable to both utilities and 
ratepayers, reducing costs and improving services across the board.  
 
Johnson County should continue to encourage policies that support solar development to curb the effects 
of climate change while improving the lives of our citizens. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on 
this proposed rule.  
 
Sincerely,  
Climate Action KC  
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August 9, 2021

Johnson County Planning Commission

Johnson County, Kansas

Dear Planning Commissioners:

First, thank you for your service to Johnson County. I know it takes time away from your jobs

and families but it’s an important and necessary role. I was a BOCC-appointee like you, serving

on the JCPRD board for many years.  I’m currently an elected Trustee for Johnson County

Community College (but not representing JCCC with this letter).

I wanted to be at your meeting Tuesday in person to convey a message of support for solar

investment in Johnson County.  However, a child’s school event prevents me from attending, so

thank you for accepting these written comments.

I’ve been in and around the energy industry for more than twenty years and I’m currently a

member of Climate Action KC.  The amount of solar in Johnson County does not match the

interest Johnson County residents have in solar and other renewables.

I’m proud of the investments JCCC has made in solar. The College has just under 1.5 MWs of

(mostly) rooftop solar on campus, making our portfolio of solar the largest in the County and

possibly the state.  One of the reason’s JCCC has invested in solar is to lead by example, and

certainly recently, it makes good economic sense.

Johnson County needs thoughtful regulations that allow large and small scale solar

development.   I’m sure there is a path to an appropriate balance of protections for adjacent

property owners.   It would be a shame for restrictive regulations to stifle solar investment in

Johnson County.

Please help make Johnson County a leader in responsable solar development.

Best regards,

Paul Snider

9717 Appleridge Lane, Lenexa, KS 66227

psniderkc@gmail.com | 913-439-9723
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Miller, Karen, PLN

From: Christopher Iliff <christopheriliff@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 9, 2021 9:44 AM
To: Miller, Karen, PLN; Leipzig, Jay, PLN
Subject: Fwd: NextEra Solar Project

Mr. Iliff, 

    I am writing today to ask for your support for items directly affecting constituents in the 6th 
district.  Both of these items are concerning the proposed utility scale solar project in Johnson and 
Douglas counties. 

    Firstly, I would like to see that all Planning Commission meetings concerning this project be open to 
the public using a hybrid of in-person and Zoom formats.  Many of us in the affected area have poor 
internet connections making attendance via Zoom nearly impossible.  This project, at the projected scale, 
is one of the largest projects to come before the Planning Commission.  Therefore making these meetings 
available to the public and allowing in-person public comment is very important to all voters in Johnson 
County, especially those in the 6th district. 

    Secondly, I would like to see NextEra and West Gardner Solar LLC questioned fully about their ability to 
appropriately construct and efficiently operate a utility scale solar facility of this projected size.  From my 
understanding neither entities have successfully done that to date.  The result, and worse-case scenario, 
could be abandonment of this project either in the construction phase or within the first few years of 
operation.  Solar farms left idle not only decrease property values, but create an environmental problem 
for many landowners in the area.  Many of the products used in solar panels consist of heavy metals and 
other contaminates that will eventually leach out into the soil and water.  As a property owner who 
receives storm water run-off from land in the projected site I have concerns about how the run-off will 

affect water quality in our ponds, creeks, springs, and well.  We raise grass-fed cattle who drink the water 
from those ponds and creeks.  We currently use well water for our own personal household use.  I am 
concerned about our health, our animals' health, and the health of our friends and neighbors. 

    In closing, I invite you to come out and see the area first hand.  I would suggest you first drive the 
perimeter of the project to get a feel for the size.  Then drive the interior looking at the land, the crops 
grown, the farmsteads, and especially the homes of the people who will be most affected by this massive 
project.  I also ask that you, as well as the Planning and County Commissioners, keep what is best for the 
constituents of the 6th district in the forefront of your mind when considering this controversial project. 

Sincerely, 

Lee Ann Antes 
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August 9, 2021 
 
 
Johnson County Planning Commission 
111 S. Cherry St. 
Olathe, KS 66061 
 
 
 
As a local elected leader and Committee Chair of Climate Action KC, I am writing in support of the West 
Garner Solar project, and the benefits it will provide to Johnson County.  As you have heard in prior Planning 
Commission meetings, it is the goal of Climate Action KC to achieve Net Zero as a region by 2050.  One of 
the key priorities in achieving this goal is to invest in renewable energy and decrease fossil fuel usage.   
 
 
Solar energy is safe, reliable, and provides economic benefit to our community.  As we have seen in the 
successful implementation of wind energy farms in rural Kansas, renewable energy can create local 
employment opportunities and generate additional revenue for Johnson County. A solar project of this scale 
will provide clean energy that creates no pollutants, uses no water, and creates no waste by-products.  The 
array is compatible with the rural/agricultural nature of southern Johnson County and will not adversely affect 
the character of the land or surrounding property. 
   
 
I am additionally in support of this project for the estimated $10 million in additional revenue it is projected to 
provide for Johnson County:  money that can be used to contribute to maintenance of our local infrastructure, 
schools, and public safety.  All residents, including the citizens of Lenexa, would benefit.   
 
 
I would respectfully ask for your consideration in approval of this project, and the innovation it represents 
toward a healthy, resilient region.   
 
 

 
Sincerely,  
 

 
 
 
Julie A. Sayers 
Lenexa City Council, Ward 4  
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